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Thenew hours willbeeffective
through winter quarrerona trial
basis.
The Bookstore will have
special hours winter quarter
registration week,January 3-7:
Monday, Jan. 3—lo a.m.-7:30
p.m.
Tuesday-Thursday,Jan.4-6— lo
a.m. to 7 p.m.




An approximate gift of one-
half interest in downtown
property valued at $250,000has
been given to S.U. by theGeorge
Gund Foundation.
The University has owned the
other half of the propertysince
Henry Broderick, Seattle
pioneer realtor and historian,
bequeathedit to S.U. in 1975.
Broderick and Gund were
joint owners of the property
which is the site ofa commercial
buildingat Westlake Avenueand
Olive Way. The whole piece of
property is valued at ap-
proximately $500,000.
WILLIAM J. Sullivan, Un-
iversity president, announced
Tuesday that the money would
be added to the University en-
dowment fund to foster S.U.
human services educational
programs. Sullivan said the an-
nual income of the property is
approximately $35,000.
The University will watch the
Westlake Mall development ot
determine whether S.U. will re-
tainor sell theproperty,Sullivan
said. Hesaid therearenopresent
plans to sell the property,
however.
The gifts from both the Gund
Foundation and Broderick will
be known as the "Gund-
Broderick Endowment for
Human Services Education."
The endowment will help sup-
port scholarships for students,
salaries for faculty and income
for departments in "the human
services.
HUMAN serviceprograms in-
clude alcohol studies, bachelor
ofpublic affairs,community ser-
vices,drug abuse studies, health
information services, master of
public service, medical
technology, police science and
administration and rehabilita-
tion. There are 718 students
enrolled in the human services
this quarter.
Sullivan said S.U. is actively
Classes have been cancelled
next Thursdayand Friday in
recognition of Thanksgiving.
Due to the cancellation of
Thursday classes, Spectator
will not be published next
week. Classes will resume





the program, weren't taken into
consideration or taken seriously.
Abello said he told Guppy of
three membersof thedepartment
from which a successor could be
appointed. Francis Bisciglia,
S.J., associate professor of
classical languages, George
Morris, S.J.,assistant professor
of French, and Marinoni were
listed as replacements.
When asked to comment,
Marinoni said, "As far as I'm
concerned, the whole thing is
premature since Ihaven't been
approached with the chair-
manship yet." Bisciglia and
Morris were unavailable for
comment. Guppy said he
couldn't speculate ona replace-
ment until after yesterday's
meeting.
by Teresa Wippel
An alleged mistrust of com-
petence by James Powers, S.J.,
dean of the college of arts and
sciences, caused the resignation
last week of Clarence Abello,
chairman of the S.U. foreign
language department.
"The dean doesn't trust my
professional competence,"
Abello said after issuing a state-
ment to The Spectator revealing
his reasons for resigning the
chairmanship, which hehas held
since June of 1975.
IN THE statement, Abello
said that when this trust is no
longerdisplayed by a dean for a
chairman,"if the latter has any
dignity and self-respect, he
should submit his resignation as
chairman forthwith."
Abello submitted a request to
be relieved of his duties aschair-
man onNovember 11 toPowers,
who conveyed the request to
Academic Vice President
William A. Guppy.
Powers would not comment
on the resignation prior to a
meeting held yesterday with
Abello, Guppy, and Maxime
Marinoni,associate professor of
French. Topics of discussion at
the meeting were notavailable at
press time. When asked if
anything could be said at the
meeting that would change his
mind about resigning, Abello




"very definitely" has something
to do with the resignation,
Abello said. Abelloaffirmed that
"became very active and politically aware. They
joined in demonstrations against the warand for
minority rights."
"Our campus was a reflection of what was
going on in the community and on other cam-
puses," Talevich said.
James E. Royce, S.J., director of alcohol
studies program, observed that S.U. student
protests were minor as compared to what was
happeningat other colleges.
BY 1970 the Universitywasfurther divided by
twoconflicting philosophies. Some believed the
school should undergo revision to enter into
direct competition with the University of
Washington. Others were opposed, calling for
retrenchment based uponthespiritual leadership,
excellent facultyand quality academics S.U. had
traditionally represented.
Since then a "funny regeneration has oc-
curred," Behan said. The enrollment figure has
remained stable which is the most important
factor.
Royce pointed out that private colleges all
over the U.S. have experienced dwindling
enrollments and financial difficulties. However,
unlike the rest, S.U. has "bounced back."
"Under Gaffney we began seeking out the
unique student who didn't fit the conventional
mold," Saltvig noted. This was accomplished
through the addition ofspecial programs such as
alcohol studies, police science and administra-
tion, rehabilitation and the institute of public
service.
(Continued on Page 3)
AT THIS TIME basic plans werealso being
drawn up for Matteo Ricci College.
"There is a spirit here, something distinct
about 5.U.," Royce said. There is a closeness
between faculty and student.
Seattle University
"For the first time there was University
participation in the selectionof a new president,
setting a very important precedent," Dr. Robert
D. Saltvig,chairman of the history department,
said. Reorganized toinclude four laymenandfive
Jesuits, the board of trusteesbegan to exercise a
larger role in theadministrationof the University.
After some consideration, it was decided
Gaffney was the best candidate for the job.
BY THE FALL of 1970, S.U. was having
trouble obtaining credit from its usual sources.
Having been forced to sell severalof itsbuildings,
the University had resorted to an across-the-
board reduction in expenditures, as well as a
significant cut back in programs and staff.
Faculty members were beingfired for the first
time in the University's history, John Talevich,
chairman of the journalismdepartment,said. Up
until then the staff "hadbeen aclose unit."There
was "some embarrassment about the directionof
things," Talevich said. More often it was the
young teachers who may havebeen the brightest,
offering the most hope who were first dismissed.
"There was a tendency toward polarization
between faculty and administration," Saltvig
agreed.
In his inaugural address, Gaffney asked for
"contagious optimism." He assured the students
they would be "treated graciously and with
consideration."
"An enormous amount ofcredit has togo to
Gaffney for taking over at this very critical
period," Saltvig said. Events did prove Turner
wrong,however,regardingstudent apathy. After
the article was published, students at S.U.
"FR.GAFFNEY calmed S.U.down from the
heated state it was in," Behan said."Many things
he did were actually passive, but he kept the
school above water and in the black."
Enrollment study predictions were way off
Part II
by Marilyn Clement
John TerenceTurner's "The Waning of Seat-
tle U." foreshadowedevents followingitspublica-
tion in the spring of 1970.
During the 1950's a student enrollment pro-
jection study was undertaken by the Stanford
Research Institute. "Stanford told us to tool up
for 5,000 students by 1970," Dr. William A.
Guppy, S.U. academic vice president, said. An
energetic $5 million buildingprogram wasunder-
taken; $2 million was financed by S.U., the
remainder by long-term federal loans.
AT THE TIME, it seemed like a pretty
realistic project,but the study failed to take into
account the rapid rise in community colleges in
the area, Guppy said, as well as the declining
numbers of those of college age within the
population.
In1966 S.U.experienced its first drastic drop
in enrollment accompanied by a 40 percent
tuition increase. As the U.S. economy began to
falter in 1968, inflation became a matter of
generalconcern. In September of 1970, Kenneth
Baker, S.J., University president, went to Rome
to seek financialaid for privateeducation,S.U.in
particular.
In releasing a statement to the Associated
Press he said, "Financially we are in a very
precarious position, if we don't get outside
support withintwotothreeyears, we willbefaced
with the drastic decision whether to continue."
Louis J. Gaffney. S.J., was asked to step inas
interim president until a search committee was
able to make its selection.
"EVERYONE BELIEVED S.U. was closing.
The statement hurt enrollment," George Behan,
director of public relations,said. "Fr.Baker was
asked to resign."
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Abello resigns, "trust lacking"
Of Abello's resignation,
Marinoni said, "It's a shame.
He's a great chairman."
Marinoni stressed that the con-
flict causing Abello's resignation
did not come from within the
department.
"I HAVE the full confidence
of the department," Abello said.
"The dean (Powers)
acknowledged that under my
chairmanship the members of
the department were very hap-
py"
Abello has taught atS.U. since
1953 andsaid he will continue to
teach regardless of his resigna-
tion.
As a final thought, Abello
said, "Since Ihave very, very
definite principles, my
professional integrity does not
allow me to continue as chair-
man." Heusedaquotefrom Don
Quixote, stating that "It is far
better to die with honor and
dignity than to live without
them."
supporting an increase in the
Universityendowment.
"Every gift to the University
through will or bequest will
become part of the endowment
and thus partof theability of the
University tobe preserved,"Sul-
livan said.
The Gund Foundation's addi-
tion of $250,000 brings the total




The Bookstore will open and
close later beginning the Mon-
day after Thanksgiving.
To provide better service to
the evening students, the
Bookstore willbe open10a.m. to
6 p.m. Monday through Thurs-
day and 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Friday.
GENEVIEVE Weston,
Bookstore manager,said that the
new hoursconformmoreclosely
to customer habits. A large por-
tion of thepurchases aremade at
noon and after, she said.
notice
The towing of illegally
parked cars on campus will
begin Monday, following ap-
proval by S.U. President
William J. Sullivan,S.J. Cars
receiving three notices will be
towed, includinganyprevious
notices givenup to thepresent
time. Cars in violation will be
taken to Cordes Towing. A
fine of $26 will be issued,




This Sunday's P.I. has a very
moving article describing the
tragic food needs which exist in
Seattle inlightofrecentcutbacks
of foodbanks like Neighbors in
Need.
As most Seattle U. students,
faculty and staff already know,
at Ip.m. November 22, four
tennis players will begin a
marathon match (the Guiness
record is 72 hours) to raise
money for local foodbanks for
Thanksgiving and beyond.
Please be creative in your
money-raising efforts. The four
players are putting out tremen-
dous effort for the hungry.
Please help them.
Checks from groups or
businesses or individuals should
be made out to "Hungry
Network" and sent to Don
Foran, S.J., at S.U.
Tennis pro Tom Gorman will
beheretowatch the matchbegin.
Some of the Sonics and
Seahawks willbe stopping by to
without distracting others.
Finance worried S.U. officials
might take a hint from our
neighboring university up the
street— maybe that's how they





concerned with the welfare of
Seattle University's students,
and thereby the SeattleUniversi-
ty community, Ido want to
expressmy reactions to the tem-
porary suspension of the
languageprogram in Grenoble.
1 hope that Seattle University
will be able to find a qualified
and independent teacher, com-
parable to Dr. Palmberg, who
could take our students to
France next year. The program
has beena great success for most
of those who have been involved
init,asIgather from theglowing
reports I have heard from
students. However,the threaten-
ed cancellation has led to disap-
pointment, concern, and even
anger among several students
who approached me about this
subject last week.
Since my ownexperiencesand
studies have bridged two
languages, Ican say thatIknow
the benefits our students derive
from learning a foreign
language, but Ialso know that
many of them need the incentive
of "the year abroad"in order to
get seriously involved witht he
languageof their choice.
Recently 1 had the opportuni-
ty to share a weekend at the
Berghof with our German
students, with Professor Stark
encourage the players. You are
urged to jointhemand especially






It hasbecome obviousto those
of us students residing off-
campus that our needs are of
little ifany interest to the ASSU-
typestudents mostlyresidingon.
Surely our numbers are not so
insignificant as to warrant our
being completely ignored.
1am referring,ofcourse,to the
distinct and total dearth of any
facilities in any way vaguely
attempting to accommodate the
needs of theoff-campus dwelling
student.
Nowhere can a student go to
simply relax for a few minutes,
unless he finds plastic chairs,
dirty surroundings, glaring
walls, linoleum floors, pinball
machines,or the subdued roarof
dozens of conversing students
relaxing.
Instead, students without a
dorm room to run off to flock to
the library, a place supposedly
reserved for study. A census of
the number snoring, sleeping,
conversing, or otherwise study-
distracting studentsin the library
on any given morning would
yield interesting results.
The U.W. offers its students
not only two student union
buildings worthy of the name,
but also special lounge areas in
the libraries where students can
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Bookstore and library
hours going,going,...
Thereason given for the later hours is that few purchases
occurred in themorningsandthe increasingnumberofevening
students will now be serviced. Thissounds reasonable,though
early morning pen-forgetters may resent it, but we object to
shorter hours.
The metal grate that protects the bookstore entrancewill
besliding open twohourslater and grindingshutanhouranda
half later Monday through Thursday beginning the Monday
after Thanksgiving weekend. Your Bowmar Brain will tell you




SPEAKING OFshort hours,thelibrary is openonlyfrom
1p.m. to 5 p.m.on Saturday. Your TexasInstrument will tell
you that's only four available hours for probably the most
lucrativecatch-updayof the week. Sunday hoursare 1p.m. to
10 p.m., considerably less than the 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
allotment Monday through Friday.
The Saturday situation is inexcusable and weekend
studying in general seems to be discouraged.
Mondaymorning begins ameaningful challenge for four
S.U. men. Rather than think of Thanksgiving goodies and
relaxation,David Baumer, Kevin Donohoe,Kirk MacGregor
andMike Pagan will participate ina gruelingand exhausting
marathon doubles tennismatch to raise money for food banks
in the Seattle area.
THEIR EFFORTS deserve the support of the S.U.
community. Students can participate in theeffort by stopping
by thetenniscourtsandcheering theplayerson.Moneymaybe
donated bysendingacheck to the "HungerNetwork" in care of
Don Foran,S.J.
Students can sign away a meal or two with the Campus
Ministry, the priceof whichSaga willdonate to the foodbanks.
Not everyone can play tennis for 72 hours. But everyonecan
help.
Livingston will obtainpersons to
speak on campus during winter
and spring quarters.Rollo May,
Hunter Thompson,Shana Alex-
ander and Erich Fromme are
beingconsidered.
ASSU President Tim Brown
reported that S.U. President
William Sullivan, S.J., presi-
dent, S.U., has expresseddisap-
pointment that the senatedecid-
ed to give no money to the
United Way campaign. Brown
pointed out that the senate feels
that whether or not to donate to
charity is a personal decision,
and therefore they cannot allot
ASSU funds to charity. Also,
moneywas not set aside for that
purpose when the 1976-77
budget was drawn uplastspring.
It was decided that a person-to-
person United Way campaign
will be considered on campus
next year.
BROWN also announced the
appointment of persons to fill
various positions recently
vacated. Kevin Livingston will
serve on the Student-Faculty
Conduct Review Board. Kristie
Sherrodd and MarySullivan will
serve on the Student
Publications Board.
A reader board will be
purchased. It is to be locatedon
the first floor of the Chieftain
and will serve asa directory for
the offices in the building.
The next senate meeting will
be Monday at 7:30 in the upper
Chieftain conference room.
Topics tobe discussed include a
resolution concerning acquisi-
tion of portraits of Ryan and
Sullivan for the library foyer. A
request by the Associated
Women Students formoney with
which to obtain Dr. Warren
Farrell,author of The Liberated





ting the Academic Committee,
reported on the discontinuation
of the French-in-France and
Asian studies programsand the
proposed Spanish-in-Spain
program.
The Asian studies program
has been permanently ter-
minated but French-in-France
may be only temporarily
suspended. The latter is due to
the fact that the languagedepart-
ment gave S.U. the ultimatum
that either an additional instruc-
tor be hired to go to France or
the program be cancelled. Since
theUniversitycan'tafford tohire
another teacher, the program
folded.
NONE OF the currently
employed French teachers will
agree to go toEurope nextyear.
Maxine Marinoni, associate
professor of French, and Dr.
Paul Milan,associate professor
of French, cited young families
asreason toremainhere. George
Morris, S.J.,assistant professor
of French,refuses to gobecause
of a "bad experience" there
several years ago, and sharp
criticism which his teaching is
currently receiving.
Inresponse to this report,Vice
President Joe Straus com-
mented: "Marinoni and Milan
are obviously out to get Morris.
My concern here is that one
faculty member is being singled
out and shafted where the whole
department is at fault." He en-
couraged the senateto look into
the issue after offering the opi-
nion.
Sullivan went on to say that
the foreign languagedepartment
has sent noformalplan toJames
Powers, S.J., deanof the college
of arts and sciences, concerning
the Spanish-in-Spain program.
Until it does so the senate can
take no further action to
promote the program.
STRAUS interjected the com-
ment that Clarence Abello has
resigned as the head of the
foreign languagedepartment as
of last Friday, and that this fact
may facilitate some further
changes in that department.
Mike Majerus,asamember of
the commencement speaker
committee announced that a list
of possible commencement
speakers including Barbara Jor-
dan, Jesse Jackson, Milton
Friedman, Robert Pirsig, Saul
Bellow,Jerry Brown,TomRob-
bins, Archibald MacLeish and
Leon Uris has been drawn up.
Majerus expressed desire for in-
put from seniors regarding the
selection of a speaker.
He also fielded the suggestion
of bringing back former S.U.
President Father Edmund Ryan
at graduation for some kind of
recognition. He will pursue this
ideaandgather feedback concer-
ningit.
Straus announced that in a
recent interview Dr. Virginia
Parks, vice president for finance
and business,said,"Ican find the
supplies given the labor (for
small projects)," concerning
campus beautification. The
senate will look into the
possibility of hiring students
eligible for work-study to per-
form someof theproposedtasks.
PLANS for maximum Chief-
tain renovation will be drawn up
as soon as an architect is
procured. School architect Lee
Loveland will be considered.
A speakers committee com-
posed of Straus, Tod Smith,
Cindy Ostalaza and Kevin
Letters to the editor
editor's note: Letters to the
editor must be typed double
space, signed and should not
exceed 250 words.Wereserve the
right to edit for length or
profanity. We also reserve the
right to withhold letters deemed
in poor taste.
support
and Father Axer and Irealized
once again how vitala complete
environment as well as quality
direction and teaching are to the
learningof a language.
Iurge Seattle University to
give this matter serious con-
sideration. May the eventual
outcome of this issue be deter-
mined by the educational needs
ofour students whoare,afterall,
the dues paying members of this
community.
Hamida Bosmajian
associate professor of English
To the editor
We the Campus Ministry
team would like topublicly sup-
port those involved in next
week's tennis marathon. We en-
courage all Seattle University
students, faculty and staff to
support them in any way possi-
ble: by fasting on Tuesday, by
writing them letters of support
before, during or after the
marathon, by being there inper-
son,and by prayer.
We extend our support to all
fasting on Tuesday by inviting
them to stop in the Campus
Ministry office where they may
join us for a cup of bouillon en
route to the courts.




More than 40 S.U. students
will be making the Fall Search
this weekend at Sacred Heart
Parishin Seattle. We ask that the
community ofSeattle University
give these men and women its
spiritual support. The names of
those making and working on
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Although an over abundance of social activities does not
exist, there are enoughavailable if the student cares to avail
himself of the opportunities, Larkin said. A Rainbow Coali-
tionofminority students hasbeen formed oncampus this fall.
The Blacks are starting to take the initiative in response to
concerted university efforts to meet their needs.
Royceobserved that S.U.lost manyof itsBlack instructors
to higher-paying universitites with the imposition of affir-
mative action.
WILLIAMJ.SULLIVAN,presidentofS.U.,has designed
a budget flexible enough torespond to changes inenrollment.
Student enrollment forthisquarter is3500,of which49percent
are Catholic.
Within the past few years a sense of identity hasgradually
evolved. "Presentlythere is an on-goingattempt toarticulate a
set of goals" for the University, Saltvig said.
AH buildings on campus are beingfully utilizedduring the
day. A classroom shortage even exists during the morning
hours. Campion Tower is full, Saltvig said.
"We are consciousof what we say we are,"Behansaid. The
Connolly Center was originally built with the community in
mind. During the summer months the athletic facilities are
made available to Central Area youths through special
programs. Accounting majors have set up an income tax
assistance service free of charge at Mt. Sinai Baptist Church.
Perhaps the former S.U. president, Edmund Ryan, S.J.,
said it best when he referred to the school as a "private
university in the public service."
By 1980, competition for the student market will become
intense. Therefore, S.U.must continueinits efforts topioneer
new avenues of education.
Thanksgiving mends body, soul
THE PILGRIMS invited Massasoit, the
Indian Chief, and his many braves to help
celebrate. According to The American
Heritage Cookbook, the guests feasted on
roasted venison, duck, goose and "probably
turkey." From the corn they had harvested
they made pones, ashcakes and hoecakes.
Sweet potatoes, cranberries,shellfish and
wild berries also graced their table. Other
dishes included such popular fare as persim-
mons and possums, wild oranges filled with
honey and squirrel pie.
This first Thanksgivingholidaywassuch a
success, satisfying both body and soul alike,
that it was repeateddown through the years.
After conqueringtheirinitial weaknesses they
came to realize the natural bounties the New
World had to offer them. It became a New
England tradition to enjoy the harvest and
remained an unofficial local holiday until
President Lincoln proclaimed the first
national Thanksgiving in 1863.
WE HAVE ventured a long way since
those first hungry years at Plymouth. Today
our own tables teemwtihroast turkeys,baked
hams, cornbread, cranberries and plump
pumpkin pies. However, we sometimes forget
that it is alsoaseason arrayed in the precious
colors of hope,of constancyand of faith.
The most miraculous blessing of
Thanksgiving is the knowing that the leaves
fleeing from the goldenmaple inAutumn,flee
not in abandonment or resignation, but in
anticipation of yet another Spring.
NEW EDITORIAL board
members include Bill Barnes,
Donna Boyer, Dan Doyle, and
Cindy Williams. Thecrux of the
magazine is in the contributions
Five credits are available to
the editor during winter quarter
for work on the magazine.
Kenneth MacLean, associate
professor of English and Dr.
Edwin Weihe, assistant
professor of English are the
faculty moderators for the un-
dergraduateproject.
HOREY, the new editor, isa
senior majoring in English
literature."Iwouldlike tosee the
magazine become more widely
recognized and accepted by
students through literary con-
tributions and simply more
awareness that a literary
magazine exists on campus,"
Horeysaid.
The campus magazine,
Fragments sponsors the quest
for short stories, poetry and art
work to be published in the
annual review.
Fragments takes a new direc-
tion as fiction writer Tracey
Horey accepts the editorship of
the S.U. literary magazine for
'76-77 year.
Tracey Horey
of S.U. students and outside
sources. In the pastprofessional
writers from across the nation
weresolicited.
Horey and Weihe agreed that
this year the magazine hopes to
draw more talent from the local
area rather than nationally.
Reachingout to the Seattlecom-
munity is an attempt to appeal
more to the S.U. students.
Primary goal for Horey is for
Fragments to become better
known. For the past five years
poetry people have run the. magazine, said Horey.-
"I want more of a variety of
styles saying different things
whichare morerepresentativeof
students," she said.
NO SUBSIDY comes from
S.U., the staff appeals to the
ASSU senate for the financial
backing.
An independent magazine,
Fragments is a vehicle by which
students have the opportunity to
publish their work, commented
the new editor.
February 1 is the deadline for
writings and artwork. All of the
staff reviews the work, said
Horey, and if it needs work the
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by Christine Bierman
Carl Bernstein, Washington
Post investigative reporter, told
a Seattle 7th Avenue Theatre
audience this is no time for the
press to rollaroundin anorgyof
self-congratulation because ofits
role in Watergate.
He quoted a Columbia Jour-
nalism Review survey reporting
only 14 of 2,000reporters cover-
ing Washington, D.C., followed
Watergate from the summer of
1972 to the 1973 trialof fivemen
arrested at Watergate.
ONLY A half-dozen of those
14 investigated Watergate ac-
tivities, including Bernstein and
his partner, Bob Woodward,
both recipients of the Pulitzer
Prize.
Maintaining he isn't a
philosopher,political scientist or
historian, Bernstein discussed
Washington reporting and the
press's role before a responsive,
full house on November 11.
He doubted the press does a
good jobnow,because anumber
consider themselves ". . .
stenographers rather than
reporters."
Reporters in the capital, he
said, are often automatonswho
dutifully record what leaders say
without testing the truth of the
statements.
"We just decided to see where
the truth would takeus," Berns-
tein said.
the Committee to Re-elect the.
President (C.R.P.), finding it
virtually identical to the White
House staff.
Sources 'for Bernstein and
Woodward were afraid of being
watched or "bugged"causingthe
two reporters to suspect that




paign fund used for political
espionage,sabotageand the sub-
sequent cover-up by the
President's men set Nixon's
White House aflame.
Bernstein receives $3500 for
each of the 15 lectures he gives
per year.
THE ANCIENT "blame the
messenger" campaign waged by
Nixon's people was partially
founded, Bernstein reasoned,
because the press wasn't doinga
good job.
The Bernstein talk is part of
the Golden Lecture Series spon-
sored by KZAM radio.
His speech at Bellevue Com-
munity College onNovember 10
was cancelled because he was
fogged in at Portland Inter-
national Airport.
BERNSTEIN believes jour-
nalists assigned to the State
Department are foremost ex-
amples of stenographers and,in
his opinion. Secretary Henry
Kissinger ".. . has an extraor-
dinary ability to manipulate
reporters."
"Reporting is nothing more
than the best obtainable version
of the truth," Bernstein defined.
Hesuggestedthere wouldhave
been no Watergate had the
Washington press followed
former Attorney General John
Mitchell's advice: "Watch what
we do,not what we say."
Nixon's administration might
have felt moreaccountable tothe
people,he explained.
"ESPECIALLY with a new
administration coming to
Washington, a new cast of
characters," he emphasized,"it's
really time we follow Mitchell's
advice and get back to basics."
Bernsteinalsorecountedafew
events in All the President's
Men trying to erase some of the
mythology created about the
Woodstein team.
"We used basic, empirical
police reporter techniques. We
knocked on a lot of doors and
did lots of legwork,"he said.
THE DUO first investigated
Fragments editor
advocates awarenessby Betsey Barker
Nature has again outdone man with the
brilliance of her own packaging. Early
November winds have taken the leaves from
their branches to dress the earth in a glorious
raiment of ambers,yellows andgolds.Shades
of Autumn— signifying theexpectations of a
greater happiness.
It seems fitting that the Mayflower should
anchor at Plymouth,Massachusetts,onNov.
11, 1620, in a climate tinctured with hope.
Although these brave and simple folk were
faced with a future of endless toil and
hardships, they were also filled with
passionate enthusiasm and inexhaustable
energies. They would endure.
THEPILGRIMS werehumble souls—ac-
cepting the simpler thingsof life. Intime, the
pleasures of the table became one of their
greatest joys, but not before the passing of
many hungry months.
For the first two years the settlers lived
barely above the starvation level. During the
long winters they relied almost entirely on
clams and groundnuts.
Eventually the Indians taught them how
to plant their first harvest, which consisted
mainly of corn,a little wheat and some peas.
Except for the corn the harvest was very
disappointing. Still, with the addition of this
new crop they were able to increase their
weekly rations by one peck per person. So
grateful for this first harvest— modest as it
was— they declared a holiday, a day of
thanksgiving.
Prediction off . . .
(Continued from Page I)
"WE'VE ALWAYS had a better track record in minority
education," Talevich said.
"There is a good rapport, a common sense of purpose, a
commitment to Catholic principles, an atmosphere of trust,"
Mick Larkin,S.J., vice president for students,added.
photo by Catherine gaynor
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senate
seat two
Gordon McHenry, Jr. Joanne DeimlingEugene Alexander
Approximately 240students voted intheASSUprimaries
for freshman class president and senate seats two, three and
four Tuesday.
In the stand-off for freshman president, Victor P.
Chargualaf and Lisa Vigilia came out ahead with 30 and 23
votesrespectively.BarbSheareceived 15,KerryLund 12,Mike
Eggleston 10 and Robb Flem 5.
GORDONMcHENRY andElise Young will be vyingin
the finals for senateseat two. McHenryreceived 144 votesand
Young received 45. Kristie Sherrodd came in third with 31.
Insenateseatthree,EugeneAlexanderbroughtin52votes
and ClaytonLavhad 42, whichputs theminto the finals.Mark
Damon had 44, Paul Ellis had 34 and Gary Carlton had 33.
Gloria Lungcame out with 61 votes for senateseat four.
She will run against Joanne Deimling in the finals. Deimling
received 46 votes.JimLyonshad40,Jonathan "Ape"Sherman
had 37 and Dan "Muff DeFranciahad 29.
Senate seat one was not included in the primaries.
Contenders Damian Cordova and Edgar Escandar dropped
out of that race this week.
Finalelections are slated for 9a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrowin





As senator position two,
sophomore Gordon McHenry,
Jr.,would be a "voice inmatters
of concern regarding S.U. and,
possibly, the community."
A political science andpre-law
major, he would .. . "be
available to the maximum
number of students ... to in-
sure S.U.s administration, stu-
dent government and academic
programs are open toall."
McHenryis involved in Alpha
Phi Omega, Model United
Nations, Black Student Union
and S.U.s committee onracism
besides background in high
school government.
Victor P. Chargualafplans to
work on ASSU and student
problems plusprovide Universi-




that both off and on-campus
student input could beobtianed
through suggestion boxes and
opinions in the student
newspaper.
The political science major
gave involvement and the oppor-
tunity to voice his and fellow
classmates' opinions as reasons
for running.
Positions as class vice-
president and School Council of
American and GermanStudents
make up his qualifications.
Alexander said that he would
like to talk toeveryone for input
and meet all problems "head-
on."
Sophomore Eugene
Alexander, general studies ma-
jor, hopes to be a voice of the
ethnic people in senateposition
three.
"During my S.U. career, I
have developed and maintained
consistent communication with
all levels of the University com-
munity,"Alexander said.
Clayton Lav, freshman in ac-
countingis running forseat three
to help the students with new
programs and activities.
He said at Monday's can-
didate forum that his job as
senator will be "to represent
more of the students' opinions
andattitudes towardcampus ac-
tivities."
He was a treasurerandOfficer
Committee chairman (in student
government) and secretary of
Key Club, a Kiwanis service
organization at Sarrington High
School in Honolulu, Hawaii.
John Sutherland
"Iwant to stir up the lethargic
do-nothings who nowcomprise




His g^als ?re to make the
senate into a body separatefrom
the ASSU officers and to be a
check on them besides doing
more than "rubber stamp money
requests from clubs."
Sutherland bases his
qualifications on two years of
observing the senate as a Spec-
tator reporter.
As a political science major,
Sophomore Joanne Deimling
said she is very interested in
governmentaloperations.
The termination of the
French-ln-France programand
a lack of trainers for varsity
sportsare problems that must be
given attention by the ad-
ministration,Deimlingsaid.
Her qualifications for senate
seat four, she said, are her
willingness to dedicate time and
a sincere effort to fulfill
senatorial duties.
Deimling said she would also
like to give consideration to the
students who have towork toput
themselves through school.
"Iwouldlike tosee S.U.evolve
into an urban University, ade-
quately representing all its
students and being an integral
part of the surrounding com-
munity," Junior Gloria Lung,
senate seat four candidate,said.
As a senator. Lung said she
would servethe students through
an open-doorpolicy.
InMonday'scandidate forum,
Lung said she would like to
revamp the senate structure to
make the senators more
available to the students.
Lung is an economics major
and involved in Rainbow Coali-
tion. She has been involved in
numerous offices but said she
would prefer to emphasize her
future expectations for the
senate.
Elise Young
Elise Young, freshman in




She said at Monday's can-
didate forum that she would act
as intermediary between
students andadministration.
She lists dedication and deter-
minism as her qualifications.
New courses offered winter
Gloria Lung
both the disciplineof psychology
and history with no college pre-
requirements,"Schwarz said.
Vigilia gave experience as a
1975 Evergreen Girls' State
representative, a state senator's
legal secretary,andaparticipant
in student council as her
qualifications.
"We have an outgoing
freshman class and we can use
this to build a broad base to
supportour class,"Vigilia saidat
Monday's candidate forum.
She believes the class needs a
strong leader togather ideas and
gain some achievement through
organizations and fund raising
projects.
Lisa Vigilia, political science
major, aspires to bring the class





There are four contenders for
the four judicial board seats.
They are Bryan Coluccio, Bret
Daugherty, Ken Nyssen and
Paul Pasquier.
Contemporary Literature, The
Film and Literature, and
Theological Horizons inModern
Literatrue. A course concerning
the Nobel Prize winners in
literature will be offered Spring
quarter.
"Ourcountry especiallyhas an
ethnic mix greater than that of
any other nation," McDonald
said. "Many of our minority
groups have a rich cultural
heritage of their own wellworth
aplacein the collegecurriculum.
Here at S.U. there is an attempt
to meet this challenge."
ENGLISH and American
literature will not be neglectedin
thisemphasis,McDonald stated,
as "a thorough grounding in
English and American literature
is vital for the understanding of
ourown cultural identity andfor
an appreciation of other
traditions as well."
"We cannot overemphasize
the importance of the literature
segment of the liberal arts, not
just for English majors, but for
everyone in the University com-
munity,"McDonald said.
Comparative literature is
receiving new emphasis inS.U.s
English department, according
to Alexander McDonald, S.J.,
departmentchairman.
By expanding the curriculum
"to take note of other cultural
traditions and masterpieces in
other languages," McDonald
hopes to satisfy complaints he
says are "lodged against the
traditional department of
English . . . that by confining
itself to English and American
literatures it has become too
provincial."
Winter quarter offerings in-
clude Far Eastern Literature,
ENGLISH majors can now
earn a B.A.degree with an area
of concentration in comparative
literature, McDonald said.
Course sequence offerings range
from ancient classical literature
to contemporaryauthors, featur-
ing Russian and Far Eastern
writers.
An interdisciplinary course
will be offered next quarter to
bring insight to the lost identity
in amulti-faceted society and to
help students cope within this
society.
Entitled Identity in a
Pluralistic Society, (Hs. 292 XA
and Psy. 292 XA), the class is
offered by Dr. George Kirn/.
chairperson of the psychology
department,and John Schwarz,
S.J., assistant professor of
history. As a team, they will use
research and group discussions
to explore contemporary
writings in fields such as social
analysis.
The five credit course meets
S.U.s core requirements for
either social science or history.
"The course is fundamental to
THEORIES that will be
covered are: the development of
society as by Peter Berger and
Thomas Luckmann; Erik
Erickson's psychological
development of identity; and
contemporary man by authors
such as Martin Buber, Rollo
May, and Margaret Mead.
Bert Williams
Bert Williams, sophomore in
civil engineering, believes he
would become involved in stu-
dent government to make his
greatestcontribution to the Un-
iversity community if elected to
senate seat one.
"I believe my strongest
qualification is the ability to
inspire good relationships with
students and faculty and
translate their opinions and
needs into senate action,"
Williams said.
He emphasized at Monday's
candidate forum that the senate
should servethe University com-
munity,not themselves.
Hehasnospecificprogramsor
projects inmind but thinks,"the
senateshould serve the Universi-
ty community, not itself."
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senate
seat three
10vie for freshmanpresident, senate tomorrow
senate
seat four
. lost and found
Campus lost and found is in
the Bookstoremailroom.
"RICH has the responsibility
to all the S.U. students and all
the colleges and universities
attending the session in spring
and plans the agenda, housing
arid food for approximately
1,000 students," Dr. Ben
Cashman, faculty advisor for
MUN and chairman of the
political science department,
said yesterday.
Morse was interviewed for the
position by a committee con-
sisting of Tim Brown, ASSU
president; Mick Larkin, S.J.,
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grounds ofmerit,notof financial
need.
S.U. was invited tonominate
one scholar to compete for the
state recipientof thescholarship.
$5,000 scholarship offered
Harry S. Truman Foundation
is offering up to $5,000 to any
sophomore who has the poten-
tial as agovernment leader. The
scholarship is based on the
Morse named MUN
secretary general
Rich Morse, a sophomore in
political science with a pre-law
major,has been named secretary
generalfor the 28thsessionof the
Model United Nations of the far
West which S.U. will host in
April 1978.
"We were the secretariat for
the 22nd session in 1972 and I
feel the MUNis the mostincredi-




Fall Graduates are welcome to pick up a complimentarycopy
of the College Placement Annual, in the Office of Career
Planning and Placement. The 400 page annual includes job-
hunting suggestions, tips on writing resumes, career oppor-
tunities with different companies, etc. There is a limited
number of copies, so— first come, first served.
Campus employers are in the process of turning their work-
study requests for winter quarter. AH students who have
completed their advanced registration, and are seeking work-
study positions should check with the Office of Career
Planning and Placement.
JOB OPENINGS
PROCEDURE EDITOR, (temporary 3-month project— 2o
hours per week), reviewing rough drafts of policies and
proceduresfor validity andcontent.Prefer someone withsome
data-processing or computer science exposure.
SALES TRAINEE, (salary negotiable), local import-export
business. Prefer someone with marketingbackground.
PUBLIC RELATIONS, (part-time— s2.so hourly). Typing,
answering phone, greeting people for local ski-school. Prefer
someone who enjoys skiing.
Fifty-three college scholarships
wereestablished by theCongress
of the United States.
STUDENTS who will be
juniorsin Septemberof1977 and
who have an outstanding poten-
tial for governmental service
whether on a local,city or state
level are invited to apply. This
does notapply solely topolitical
sciencemajors but to allmajors.
Each scholarship covers tui-
tion, fees, books, room and
board up to a maximum of
$5,000. One requirement is the
student must take a qualifying
test in December. The test con-
sists of three 60-minute multiple
choice questions in the areas of
social sciences, history, English
composition and humanities.
If interested it is vital to see
Cashmanright awayas the forms
include contactinghigh school.
THE ANNUAL scholarship's
purpose is "toeducate those who
want to serve their country by
preparing themselves to assume
the responsibilityofgovernment
serviceand activeparticipation,"
according to the congressional
guidelines.
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"Compareand you'll bet your bottom "SEDGEFIELD JEANS
dollar onus DON'T COST A BUNDLE.
"Because we'rethe only lineof 100% "Our biggest edge? Theprice youdon't pay
natural cotton14-ouncedenim jeans in the for Do-Nothing because we cost no more than the
world without 'jeans problems'. regular price of the biggest seller.
"Sedgefield Do-Nothing denim withthe »*|f WE
'
RE LYING
amazingSanfor-Set* process. YOUGET YOUR MONEY BACK.
"That'sour built-incompetitive edge. "Because we'vegotan unconditional 1-year
"And thereason we beat their pants off. warranty:Justsend us back our jeans and we'll
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS replace them. Or refund your money.
DON'T SHRINK OUTOFSIZE. "Interested enough to try us on for size?
"You'renever ina pinch or bind withus
"Then iustdial this tdl free number:
because, regardless of how many times we're «JQ FIND SEDGEFIELDJEANSNEAR YOU
washed, thesize youbuy is the sizewe stay. DIAL 800THE EDGE!
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS /3*fh\di?faMFDON'T NEED IRONING. 4^^With themSßuitt-in Edge.
"Throw away your iron. Because we're -^










1001 Broadway— Suite 200
(corner of Broadway at Madison)
Appointmentscall 325*3264
LET US HELP YOUPLAN






"How toMake $9 to $16
per hour whileon
vacation or on weekend."
<T *3 plus 500 postage3 andhandling.
The Morgan Press
308 South Dixie
W.Palm Beach, FL 33401




Girls wanted to work for disabled
femalestudent oncampus.Forsalary
and other Info call 626-6477.
Medical office needs part-time
secretary- Hrs. 2:30-5 p.m. Monday-
Friday. 801 Broadway. $3 per hour.
CallMA2-6522.Experiencerequired.
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Barbeerian ConquersSasquatch
Mountain Fresh hath charms tosoothe thesavage thirst.Italsohath this poster available to beer friends and cunning
collectors alike. Send $2 alongwith your name andaddress to:Barbeerian Poster,Rainier Brewing Company,
3100Airport Way South,Seattle, Washington 98134.
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Montessori stresses controlled environment
tage to the Montessori child is
that he is given the opportunity
tolearn aconceptat averyyoung
age if he is ready, while at a
public school he probably won't
begiven thechance until mostof
hispeershave reached that stage
also. Montessori children learn
at their ownpace and are given
new work as their progression
designates.
Marken has three main
criticisms of Montessori educa-
tion. "The schools aren't perfect.
The theory is okay, but the
Montessori teachers aren't.
Some need to be more skilled
before they attempt educating."
In addition, she feels that the
Montessori Method is so prac-
tical that Montessorians should
try to influence the public
schools more.
Marken also said,
"Montessorians have to become
more active in legislation regar-
ding day careand standards for
pre-school, and education re-
quirements for people working
with youngchildren."
"INDEPENDENCEis what I
consider the most emphasized
idea in Montessori education,"
Marken said. "What we are like
on a college level (concerning
independent learning) isa reflec-
tion ofourlearning back inchild
school days," she continued.
According to Cato,an advan-
"The kidsreally geta kick out
of the letters because they can
form their own words," Cato
said. Children are taught the
concepts of the alphabetasearly
as two-and-a-half years old.
When teaching words and
letters, one method used is the
moveable alphabet. Plastic
letters are stored in a wooden
box with separatecompartments
for each letter. Thereare usually
five or six letters stacked ineach
compartment so the child can
form a word that has more than
one of the same consonant or
vowel.
cluster of objects. The child can
"feel" thenumber 10by holdinga
string of 10 beads.
NOW THATCatoisan intern
and is applying the Montessori
Method, she not only sees the
advantages of the system, but
sees some set-backs for the child
as well.
"Children are not encouraged
to share their work," she said.
"Noone else is allowed touse the
material until the other child has
put it away." She sees this as a
criticism because the child does
not get as much of a chance for
socialization.
"In public schools," she con-
tinued,"there is acertain period
for each subject. In Montessori
education, the child chooses his
work,decides if he wantsto do it
and when." She feels the child
may have a difficult adjustment
to make when he enters a
regimentedpublicschoolsystem.








CHERYL CATO, a senior
from S.U. and an intern at
Bellevue Montessori School,
said, "The philosophies of
Montessori must be applied
before youcan tellwhatit'sreally
like."
Dr. Montessori, the first
woman to graduate from the
University of Rome Medical
School, began her work with
retarded children andafter retur-
ning to the University for further
study, she began her work with
normal children in 1907 inaday
care setting with economically
disadvantaged children.
She considered the classroom
a laboratory for observing




For an intern to hear a child
say with a thrill in his voice,"I
can do it all by myself," is an
exciting feeling, Marken said.
"The child's discovery that he
can do a task completely on his
own is an opportunity for the
child to realize that hecanbe his
own teacher. When the child is
left free to work, there are new
discoveries."
THE MONTESSORI Meth-
od can providean academic ex-
perience that is graded to the
child's level of accommodation
through a number of sensory
materials.
Sensory materials can guide
threeand four-year-olds to learn,
for example, basic mathematic
principles by having them feel a
by CherylL.Meade




to be a nun?"
Senior: "I didn't say Monastery
education, Isaid Montessori




This systemof private educa-
tion is a philosophy of child
growth and a rationale for
guiding such growth, according
to Montessori educators. Lear-
ning takes place in a carefully
prepared environment where
every object in the classroom is
related to the principles of the
Montessori philosophy.
Founded by Dr. Maria
Montessori, the program is
designed to let thechild develop
at his own rate and gain self-
confidence. The teacher acts as a
guide and observer while the
child develops new skills in-
dependently.
THERE ARE two phases of
education academic and in-
tern— for those who wish to
teach children by the Montessori
Method. Twenty-six S.U.
students are enrolled in the
academic phase of the two-year
programand 18 are in theintern
phase as well.
Interns are guiding children
from two-and-a-half to six years
old. The intern assists a
Montessori teacher for a half-
day period during the school
year.
"Rationale and theory are
great," Karla Marken, director
of the S.U. Montessori educa-
tion program, said, "but it's
If you discover youarestrand-
ed in the outer limits of Seattle
and needa lift to class,you're in
luck. S.U. has just initiated a
carpool, located on the bulletin
board in the Chieftain lobby.
Provided on the board is a
map which outlines various
segmented divisions. Riders fill
out a yellow card with pertinent
information and place it in the
numbered pocket which cor-
responds to the number area in
which he or she resides.
DRIVERS FILL out a red
card and place it in the cor-
responding numbered pocket.
The rest is left up to the driver
and rider who should contact
each other and work out the
necessary conditions.
"This carpool system has the
potential to be highly
successful," Marion Volpe, car-
pool coordinator said.




Who?. . .What?. . .Where?... and When? Are the
questions asked in the nostalgia
poster contest. The prize is a
pizzaparty in the placeand time
of the winner's choice.
Dave O'Hara, manager of the
Bellarmine Hall kitchen, an-
nounced on November 16th,the
contest was open to all dorm
residents on campus.
ENTRIES must be made by
floor and registerednolater than
noon on the 24th of the same
month.
Last month a pumpkin car-
ving contest sponsored by the
same group helped residents on
campus celebrate Halloween.
This poster contest is the se-
cond in aseriesofactivities Dave
O'Hara and the Bellarmine
kitchen crew have planned for
the school year.
"Everything in the school is
directed to a real-life situation.
Instead of pretending to wash
dishes, the kids actually wash
dishes," Cato said. "This is very
good to a certain point, but
Montessori education has very
few outlets for creativity and
fantasy.Dr.Montessori felt real-
life situations were more
beneficial to the child than fan-
tasy and pretending.Ithink fan-
tasy is an important part of
growingup."
Marken says that Montessori
education is a lower-paying job
than public school teaching,but
that she teaches it because "Ifeel
I'm contributing something. I
won't make a mint, but Ifeel
fulfilled."
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SCENES FROM"Two Gentlemenfrom Verona," appearingtonight,Friday,and Saturdayat
teatro Inigo at 8 p.m. Topleft: Barbara Shea (Julia)and Roberta Frazier (Lucetta). Top right:
Larry Hannon (Valentine) and Gregory MacDonald (Proteus). Bottom: Barbara Somerville
(Silvia) left, Larry Hannon (Valentine), and Donald Matt (Speed).
by Joe Guppy
A civilexecutionfor capitalcrime hasnotbeencarried out
in this country for almost tenyears.Thelast was in1967.Five
years of court battle staved off another until a 1972 U.S.
Supreme Court decision effectively eliminatedcapitalpunish-
ment on constitutional grounds.
Since then,numerous states, includingWashington, have
enacted legislation designed tobe constitutionallyacceptable.
Now itappears that there willatlastbean executioninthecase
ofGaryGilmore,aconvicted murderer whoisarguingin favor
of his own death before a Utah firing squad.
ARGUMENTS ARE raging on both sides. The Vatican
attacked Gilmore's request andapparentlycapitalpunishment
in generalby saying it involved "... the destiny of a human
being, whose value is above the competence of men."
Numerous Utahcitizens are ready to speak withhot lead
instead of words. Theprison reports no shortage ofvolunteer
marksmen.
We, however, are unconcerned with the bickering of
moralists. The revival of capital punishment following a
damaging court decision clearly shows the willof the people;
capital punishment will be a part of the U.S. justice system.
As guardiansofour art and culture we feel that Gilmore
himselfis closer to the important issue of thecase whenhesays
he wants to "die likea man...withgraceanddignity."Capital
punishment is now a question of technique, ettiquette and
style.
IFTHE U.S. is going to revive this practice after a ten-
year layoff we should re-examine the methods, customs and
rituals we use, make a comparative study of past and present
conventions and settle on a form that most suits our cultural
bent.
The historical trend has been towards less and gentler
capital punishment. In ancient times,capital punishment was
used for minor as well as major crimes. TheBiblerecommends
the method of stoningand othercivilizations wereusuallyeven
more vicious.
New technology brought new fiendish devices like the
rack and the wheel,but after the initial flush of enthusiasmfor
thesemethods, the majorpowerssettled into thebasics.Britain
and America opted for hanging, often done crudely and
painfully. France hung also, and reserved the guillotine for
nobles. Spain used the garrot, while most Orientalcountries
employed the sword.
SAUDIARABIA recently exhibitedanostalgic return to
the oldmethods. King Faisal's assassin,his ownnephew,was
decapitated with three sword strokes at one-minute intervals.
The execution was public and with each stroke the crowd
chanted"Allah akbar (God is great)."
Several African countries favor the open policy also.
African viewershave tunedin to televised firingsquadsseveral
times in recentyears. Another U.S.prisoner who wants todie
says he wants his Texas execution on the home screen.
We must emphasize thatculturaldecisions,withregard to
executionsshould not be based primarily on white standards.
Over50%of those executed in the U.S. from 1930 to1965 have
been black. Although blacks are a minority in the general
population,in thisarea they havedemonstratedoverwhelming
involvement and should be consulted accordingly.
Progressive Utah is the only state to offer the prisoner a
choice: hangingor shooting. Gilmore chose the firingsquad.
WE WOULD surely do the same. Fantasies swirl in the
mind: thegoldenfingers of the suncreepto ourbarred window
to beckon us tostand tall before the pockedconcrete wall. We
refuse the blindfold.
We smell the Gaulois stains onthe hand of the officer who
lights our last cigaret and see the cold sweat on his scarred,
stubbled cheek. Six handsome young marksmen line up,one
with a blank in his chamber.
Then— a crisp gutteral order,a downward flash of steel
and an intense explosion. We draw a breath, feel the
penetration and fall to meethard darkness.
We favor Utah's smorgasbord approach and advocate a
greater choice so that every prisoner can fulfill his or her
fantasy. ,
We favor public executions,as private ones make it seem
we are ashamed ofour actions.
We favor choosingexecutionersfrom thepublic, perhaps
from voter rolls,so each citizen may participate.
See youat "Swinging in the Kingdome."
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arts & entertainment
joe guppy:





Poprock.Abrandnew typeof __ \ £T\ r* nI. .refreshment from FM-KVI. 98%acid-free. til©!—!- 1UULJKVI95% talk-free.Contains no bubblegum. y-i *— ■>. r\ i— i
Only 100%pure popularrock.We think it'll Vf~\ il I— — Isuityour taste just fine.For a free sample IV^ Jl | |justtune in101.5 FM. | |\ y\ | ~] f~
FOOD IS prepared in the
tradition of the rails. It is
wholesome, of excellent quality
and a bargain for the price.





are whipped up in the galley
rivalling the likesof the Sante Fe
Super Chief. Theonion rings (95
cents) are large fresh thick slices
thinly coated with a batter and
fried toagolden turn.One help-
ing is adequate for two people.
The hamburgers are outstan-
ding: thick and juicy, served on
Gai's French bread ($1.45).
IF YOU'RE in a hurry, you
can sit at the counter and watch
the shortorder cooks inclose-up
action. There'saclub car aboard
for cocktails, although drinks
may also be ordered at your
table.
Desserts includi anagonizing
choice of Andy's famous
sandwich and $1.25 for a half
sandwich.
Desserts are available from
either the buffet table, dessert
carts, or a waitress.The choices
range from traditional cakes,
brownies,and cookies tounique
vegetable and fruit breads and
cakes. Cost for the scrumptious
desserts is a moderate 50 cents.
BEVERAGES, costing 30
cents, include coffee, tea, cider,
soft drinks, and can be ordered
from a waitress.
Those who donothave time to
enjoy therelaxing atmosphereof
the restaurant can purchase the
same outstanding food at the
take-out deli.
As an added personal touch,
birthday arrangements can be
made. Kaufmann presentsacake
and leads a round of "Happy
Birthday."
AFTER the first of the year.
by Nancy Klich
Two months ago Mcl Kauf-
mann opened the delightful
Plum& Pickle at 1301Columbia
to provide doctors, nurses,
hospital employees, hospital





washstands and shelves, and a
fireplace defy the rules of
cafeteria decor and instill an
atmosphere of cozy, home-like
quality.
GRACING the walls with un-
cluttered pictures, bric-a-brac,
windows with lace curtains and
hanging plants, Kaufmann has
achieved a quiet, airy setting.
Congenial Kaufmann broke
the cafeteria rules further by
greetingallcustomersat thedoor
and explaining the procedure at
the buffet table and sandwich
bars.
There are no long lines in
which to wait and no hassle to
paythecheck at thecash register.
A waitress cheerfully collects
money at the tables.
AS IF the perfect atmosphere
is not enough, the Plum and
Pickle offers a small, but more




featuring juice, coffee, fruit,
homemade rolls and sweet
breads is available beginning at
6:30 a.m.
Lunch begins at the buffet
table, which is laden with fruit,
tossedsalads,cole slaw,andchef
salads. Two large potsat oneend
of the table contain hearty soup
of the day.
SALADS are75 cents,except
the chef salad whichis $2.50. The
soup, which is morelike a stew
thana soup is arealbargainat75
cents.
Heaped high with carefully
prepared deli favorites, such as
turkey salad, meat loaf, corned
beef, vegetable, ham, egg salad,
and shrimp sandwiches, are
prepared individually with a
choice of homemade breads,
spreads, and garnishes, the cost
is a reasonable $2.25 for a whole
Kaufmann plans to extend ser-
vice to the dinner hour. If the
same quality and service ismain-
tained, the Plum & Pickle will
surely succeed as well with





the railroad track. But the old
fashioned railroad carshave not
been relegated to the junk yard,
either.
Carefully tended, they have
been converted intoa fascinating
restaurant downpast the Dome
Stadium on 4th Avenue S.,
Andy's Diner.
WE WERE fortunate enough
to be seated in the F.D.R.
Presidential Dining Car. The
silver service is the same as that
used in the days when passengers
of means ate in style.
The menu features charcoal
broiled steaks, chicken, spare
ribsandprawns. The primerib is
available onlyonThursday,Fri-
day and Saturday nights.
Dinners range in price from
$3.30 to $6.75.
There is a nice selection of
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Plum & Pickle, Andy's Diner new, old successes
CHEFS AND WAITRESSES work as customers relax and
dine in Andy's Diner just past the KingDome on Fourth
Avenue.
MEL KAUFMANNcasually examines the salad bar at Plum
& Pickle, located 1301 Columbia St., kitty-corner to our own
Teatro Inigo campus theatre.
cheesecake (85 cents), hot apple
or berry pie (75 cents), ice cream
or rice custard pudding.
The cars tend to get pretty
noisy especially when the
waitresses gather to sing happy
returns to the tables celebrating
birthdays and anniversaries. A
lighted ice cream cone is









jm pfet You Guy's & Gal's with more
m £1 taste than money can get"Today's" kind of look to goWL*>T~ with "Tray's" kind of lifestyle
L^JHL at Renon's Hairstyling School.
HE* We take a little longer, we like
\ . to be exacting— But then who
\ doesn't like to bepampered
1 x Nfci sometimes.
Hair Style Cuts— mcl. Shampoo & Airwave
1 $5.95 1
Renon'sHairstylingSchool
Hours: Tues Thurs.. Fri., Sat., ,4352,4352 LAKE C,TY WA Y N_E#S&SUSS #363-8555 SSSaMi(Appointmentsnot always necessary) "STAGG ROOM"
(TOLL-FREE)
Seattle Thalia's concert schedule for the
1976-77 season is as follows:
THALIA COLLEGIUM
MUSICUM




3p.m. April 24— Steinke,Mozart, Brahms, Hon-
neger. Featured soloists; Ann
Dwyer, Barbara Greget.
THALIA SYMPHONEY
3 p.m. January 9— Dvorak, Bruch, Hindemith.
Featured soloist: Martin
Friedman, violinist.
3 p.m. March 6— Borodin, Poulenc, Beethoven.
Featured soloist: Marie Lund-
quist, pianist.
3p.m.May B— Enesco, Bloch,Svoboda, Mozart.
Featured soloist: Helen Belvin,
pianist.
All concerts are inPigott Auditorium.
Stanley Chappie is senior conductor;
Frances Walton is music director.
There were also more injuries
in this game thananyothergame
this season. MikeCarrsuffered a
The Chiefs then took the lead
for good 30 minutes into the
second half by a penalty kick
scored by player-coach Steve
Allen. Allen hit the upper right
hand corner for the score 12
PLU led the charge starting
the second half with a score 12
minutes goneontheclock.There
was a scramble 18 yards out in
front of the S.U. net. A PLU
player freed the ball and took a
hard kick that went pastGoalie
Steve Anderson who was screen-
ed by the defense and the scram-
ble in front of the net (not to
mention a blinding sun). The
good low shot went into the net
inside the post which made the
score 1-1.
"IT WAS a reallynice goal,"
Coach Tim Allen said. "He just
beat everyone,"he added.
The Chiefs definitely con-
trolled the first half forcing
several scoring opportunities.
The Chiefs' first goal was a well
executed pass by Tony
Zamberlin up the middle.
Zamberlin then kicked the pass
out wide toMaher Huneide who
rambled past the right PLU full
back and hekicked thegoalfrom
13 yards out into theright inside
corner of the net. Thegoalcame
12 minutes into the half. The
Chiefs wentinto the locker room
with a 1-0 lead.
Under the watchful eye of
picturesque Mt. Rainier, the
S.U. Chieftain soccer team
scored a 2-1 victory over the
Pacific Lutheran University
Lutes last Saturdayat PLU.The
match wasplayedonagrassfield
before a few dozen spectators.
Cagers face Aussies,
then Dogs inopener
Athalftime of the S.U.-Husky
game, the S.U. Spectator will be
challenged by the U.W. Daily
staff to a game of basketball.
This game will feature such
greats as Nath"Wicked" Weber,
Joe "The Pro" Guppy, Chuck
"Corner" Curtis, Teresa
"The Whip" Wippel, Catherine
"Gunner" Gaynor and Kevin
"Klod" Donohoe. Root the Spec
on to victory.
a10-2 leadand theChiefs fought
back. The come-back fell short
and the Lutes won the game 15-
11.
"The reason we lost was
because we were using a new
offensive system," Coach Ray
Reinhardt said. "We were only
half prepared which led to a
mentalbreakdown."
In the UPS match, the Chiefs
continued their first game losing
trend by dropping the first one
15-11.
S.U. then picked up steam
using great spiking and serving
bySarah McCaffray and Bonna
Schibret- They went on to win
the final three gameseasily 15-9,
15-4 and 15-3.
The spikers' next match is
Fridayagainst Bellevue C.C.
Are golfersathletes?
whether or not golf is athletic
with a definite "yes."
"You walk at least 3 or 4miles
in the course of a round and if
you are not in shape, you lose
control over the final holes,"
Fankhauser said.
Fankhauser, an all around
athlete,said thatgolfisdefinitely
athletic,but not in the same way
that other sports are.
"THERE IS not so much
emphasis on brute strength,but
on fluid control," Fankhauser
added.
One of the team captains for
the Chiefs this year, Tim Mark,
responded to the question by
saying: "Sure. . . I've added 50
yards to my tee shots since I've
been working m the S.U.
program." Mark said, "It is
necessary to stay in shape in
order to control the ball
throughout the round." Mark is
a good athlete as almost all
college golfers are.
Sure there are some touring
professionals with pot bellies,
but most of them are either on
their wayout,orarenot that far
from being in excellent shape
(just a few too many long
nights!)
ANYONE who plays golf on
the scale that we have on the
teamknows that golfdemands a
lot more from your body than
meets the eye. We sweat and
strain and get injured just like
any other athlete.
by Jim Van Tuyl
There are those who contend
that golf is notan athletic sport.
After all, how much athletic
talent is required towalk andhit
a little white ball?
Golf, they would say, is no
more strenuous than billiards. I
must respond to such criticism
by presenting theathletic side of
golf. Yes,Ido sincerely believe
that golf is an athletic sport.
THERE IS a great deal of
difference in the characteristics
needed to play average golf and
superior golf.It maybe true that
the average "duffer" is noO. J.
Simpson, but there are many
"weekend athletes" involved in
all sports.
At S.U., the golf team has a
physical fitness programstress-
ing the muscles and movements
needed to play superior golf.
Included in the programare ex-
tensive weight lifting program
and a basic stretching program
involving the whole body. The
movements in golf necessitate
the combining of flexibility and
suppleness with overall strength
and endurance.
There is none of the brute
strength of football, or stamina
ofbasketball, but there isa need
for fine coordination for those
who playgolf well.
SCOTT Fankhauser, for ex-
ample, one of the S.U. golfers,
responded to the question of
The Chieftain basketball team
opens its season this Tuesday
night in thepreview gameagainst
a team from Melbourne,
Australia. The Dandenong
"Rangers"are playinga 14 game
schedule against college teams
across the Western U.S. Game
time is 8 p.m.at the Arena.
The Dandenongteamis rank-
ed Bth in the Australian basket-
ball federation last yearand were
runner up in the Victoria
Playoffs.
ON SATURDAY, Nov. 27,
the Chiefs face their cross town
rival, the U.W. Huskies. This 8
p.m. grudge match against the
Dogs will feature a battle of the
bigmen.Jawaan Oldham,seven-
foot freshman from Cleveland
High School and James
Edwards, seven-footer for the
Huskies.
The U.W. has three other
returning lettermen. They are
Kirn Stewart, Chester Dorsey
and Mike Neill.
S.U. brings back veterans
"Buck" O'Brien, Kevin Suther,
JeromeMaultsby,ReggieGreen,
Keith Harrell and All-WCAC
Clint Richardson.
Along with the vets are Carl
Ervin,freshman All-Stater from
Cleveland High School, and
CharlesEvans,67"J.C.transfer.
"I HAVE no idea who our
starters for the U.W. game will
be," Coach Bill O'Connor said.
"However, we have the oppor-
tunity in our preview game
against the Australians to getrid
of somekinks."
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Booters crunch PLU 2-1 Women spikers beat
UPS, fall to Lutes
The S.U. women's volleyball
team, in its eternal quest for
collegesupremacy,splitapair of
matches last week, falling at the
hands of the PLULutes and S.U.
handing the UPS Loggers a
crushing defeat. The two games
bring the team's season record to
3-1.
In the PLU affair, the Chiefs
were slow getting off theground
and dropped the game 15-12.
The fifth and deciding game
was filled with a lot of errors in
the beginning.PLUbroke out to
Analysis
S.U. THENfought back in the
following two games utilizing
good blocking which thrust the
Chiefs towin the next twogames
by a15-11and15-12margin. The
Chiefs lost the fourth 15-4.
THE CHIEFS' next home
game will be staged against a
bunch of "Old Timers" in the
Alumni game this Saturday,
Broadway Field at 4 p.m. The
Alumni will feature such greats
as Scott Shoemaker, Tim Allen
and Terry Dunn fromS.U.years
past.Come out and supportour
young Chiefs trounceabunch of
old duffers. .. the game should
be good for a few laughs.
...it will beanenjoyable game
as it is our last regular season
game," Allen added.
"WE HAVE a lot of injuries
and a lot of bodies out,"Coach
Allen said. "I'll start working
with the freshmen for the U.W.
gamesoeveryone will get toplay
These two injured Chiefs join
Jim Peterson, out with a lower
back injury; Mark Willsie, out
witha pulledhamstringand Bill
Charters who has been plagued
byaseveredcartilage in theknee.
Willsie, Peterson and Carr
should be back for the U.W.
game.
concussion after a hard blow to
the head. Dave Hammer receiv-
ed a sprained ankle and he is
presently in a walking cast.
S.U.s MIKEEGGLESTON(number 6) moves theball in the
middle against PLU.
yards out.TheChieftains receiv-
ed the penalty kick after a PLU
defensive player was called for a
handball infraction which costa
goaland the game for PLU.
COACH ALLEN stated that
the physical contact during the
PLU game was very great. The
referee served three yellowcards




TheS.U. Crewislookingfor a couple
of coxswains.Persons who would
liketocoxa crew shellshouldweigh
around 115-120 pounds. The
positions are open to bothmen and
women.Anyoneinterested,callCarl
Doenitz or Kevin Benz at
842-6364.
intramurals
Results: FOOtball Linebackers: Bill Dehmer,John Hester, Wade
Playoff action Okamora, Lawrence
Tuesday,Nov.16 George,Bob Erwin
Gummers over Snafus 22-6 Defensive Backs: Mike




Tonight _ .. '
7.30 Heimskringla vs. Results: SoCCer
Gummers
8:30Chiefaritos vs. Who'sGot Wednesday, Nov.10
geer Spankers over Blitos 3-1
x . Brothers and Sisters IIover'""^■y . .. n Slaughterhouse 5,5-17:30 Championship Game ' .. 'Thursday, Nov.11.„o. .. „ _ Brothers and Sisters IoverAll Star Football Team Blitos 5 1Q.8.:DaveSimone andBryan Brothers' a"nd sisters n overHanlev Shadais, 2-2
Offensive Backs: Stan Lewis, Tuesday,Nov.16Rob Lewis Mike piayoff^c
Eggleston, Art Kane Spankers over Aegis (forfeit)
Offensive Ends: Steve Yeats, Brothers and Sisters over
Mark Goeckel, Brian Heimskringla, 2-0
McCloskey, Bob Camel
Offensive Line: Andy Gomes, UPCOMING GAMES
Bob Jackson, Barry Chu Tonight
Defensive Line:PaulGoeckel, Semi-championships
Chuck Curtis, Graig Ives, Wednesday
Jim Roberts, Alan Vegas 7:30 Championship
Dec. 4 is the date for the All-Star tournament between
Gonzaga, UPS, S.U., SPC. Entries for the cross country
tournamentare now being accepted at the I.M. office.
Levi's forM3guys.
They'recalled Levi's for §: ; Aa*. /
Men. But they're for ]&&*&£//
anyone with muscles. ff^\&lOr a biggerframe. Great v lr|I
styles, in great fabrics. § it /But now more comfort- ft AI/able.Sizes 34 to 42. f M£ |
NORTHGATE MALL
SOUTH CENTER
SPORTS TERMINOLOGY isa language in itself,so the
rest of the column is devoted to explaining what the hell some
of these unusual terms mean.
FOOTBALL
coughedup— aplayereither fumbles theballaftera hard tackle
or is in the process of losing breakfast.
blown dead— the referee has either blown his whistle ending
the play or the gunshot ending the quarter has hit the ball,
speared— player uses his helmet to engrave the opposing
player's back or chest withhis team's logo.
coffin comer
—
the corner of the field between the goaland ten
yard line where the punter tries to kick the ball.
fly pattern— depends upon what kind of garment is being
worn.
monster man— a player that roves the field and has no
specifically assigned duty. Is usually a cross between
Godzilla and Lassie.
clothes line— a tackle in whichone player attempts to behead
his opponent with a forearm smash. Monstermen excel at
this.
head hunter— a drunken fan trying to find the potty.
BASKETBALL
take it to the hoop— driving for the basket with the ball.
putting it on the floor— dribbling the ball.
bricks— shots that miss the backboard,rim and grandstand.
hack
—
a foul in which the defensive player swings his arms
down on the offensive player's wrists. A cab driver.
BASEBALL
frozen rope— a straight line drive or a cold clothesline.
Texas leaguer— ablooper thatdrops inthe outfield for ahit or
an old timer who spits tobacco juice at long hairs.
southpaw— the oppositeofnorthpawor a left-handed thrower.
that ball has eyes— a ground ball that just eludes an infield-
er's grasp. An optometrist's dream.
sacrifice — derived from the famous Roman Lion's versus the
Christian's game, or a play on which a player goes out
intentionally to advance a base runner.
screamer
—
similar to a moaner. Oops. Wrong sport.
circus catch— a spectacular fielding play.
fireballer— an extremely hard-throwingpitcher.
the man in blue— the umpire, but in many cases only a
reasonable facsimile thereof.
twin killing— the double-play or an incredibly lucky score by
the ballplayer in the hotel lobby.
ear of corn— an easy fly ball.
toweringpop-up— a veryhighpop-up that has the potential to
burn in re-entry.
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O'Connor discusses seasonCurtis'orner Preview
O'Connor has been pleased
overall with his team'sworkouts,
noting that there have been very
few bad practices. He is also
happy with the developmentof
The Aussie squad boasts one
player who is 610", and several
who are around 61", so they
should give the S.U. front line a
challenge. Although the game is
only a few daysaway,O'Connor
still doesn't have a starting five.
He feels that there arepresently
nine players who are potential
starters,and the startingunitwill
be selected from the nine.
"I'M GLAD we have that
gamebefore our openinggame.I
think it will give us a chance to
play in front of peopleand to
play somebody other than
ourselves,"O'Connor said.
Though the Chieftains are
pointing for the Huskies, they
will play theAustralianNational
team in a preview game this
Tuesday night.
By Chuck Curtis
Head Coach Bill O'Connor
will lead his basketball squad
into the 1976-77 campaign a
week from Saturday against a
favored University of
Washington outfit in what is
sizing up to be the most in-
terestingS.U.-U.W. gamein the
last four years.
In an interview Monday,
O'Connor said that this year's
team has more talent than any
other hehas coached at S.U.The




to take advantageof freshman
Jawaan Oldham's size. O'Con-
nor says that Oldhamcan be as
good as he wants tobe and that
he definitely is showing tenden-
cies tobe good.
THE coaching will be a little
different for O'Connor because
of the awareness that he has
more players who are very good
than he has in the past. Asked if
this could create problems with
players not wanting to beon the
bench, O'Connor said it would
be important for everyplayer to
recognize his position as part of
the team and make team
progress the guiding factor.
O'Connor feels that the
months of November and
December will be very impor-
tant to his charges in terms of
becoming a team. Although
freshmen have not historically
played consistently, the coach
feels hemust get it fromhis new
men.
AS FAR as the league goes,
O'Connor said that he was more
concerned with doing what his
team wasdoing. He feels thathis
squad can compete with
anybody.
When asked what set this
year's team apart from his past
teams at S.U., O'Connor said
"talent" with the twinkle in the
eyes of a man who seems to
finally have what he wantsafter
four years of head coaching.
his younger players, saying, "I
think it's a tribute to the older
players. Ithink they've really
been helpful, and Ithink that is
why they are advancing fast,
because of the older players."
AT THIS point, O'Connor
feels the team's main strength
and one of the major keys to the
season is the squad's unity and
morale, which are exceptional.
The coach views the U.W.
gameas abigchallengeandsaid,





Stewart, Chester Dorsey and
Mike Neill as very good ex-
perienced players and the fact
that Mary Harshman claims he
had his best ever recruiting year.
"The Dogs will be tough,"
O'Connor said.
MORE man-to-man defense
will be employed by the Chiefs
this year. O'Connor said, when
asked if the team will run a lot,
"A lotof runningishow wellyou
playdefense and how many tur-
novers you can force the other
team into. Also how well you
rebound. If you play real good
aggressivedefense, you getmore
chances to fast break.Ifyou'rea
goodrebounding team, you'llget
more chances to fast break. I
think we can become both of
those types of teams, one that
plays good defense and one that
is a good rebounding team."
A week from Saturday the S.U. basketball squad will
make their regular season debut against the University of
Washington. Game time is 8 p.m. at the Seattle Center
Coliseum.
The game will show Seattle fans a Chieftain basketball
team thatCoachBillO'Connor callshismost talentedagainsta
very strongHuskyoutfit that CoachMary Harshmanclaims is
better than his team of a year ago.
Last year the Dogs were in the NCAA regional playoffs.
The contest is a must for basketball fans. It will be quite
interestingto seeif S.U.can win itsfirst gameagainst the U.W.
since O'Connor took charge four years ago.
Student support certainly can't hurt and the game willbe
exciting whether the Chiefs winor lose. You'veheardabout the
Chiefs' new talent, go take a first hand look. It willbe worth
your time. COACH BILLO'CONNOR (center) talks over teamstrategywith Jerome Maultsby(10),Dom
Stepovich (13) and Jawaan Oldham. —photo by sieveceik
friends GiveaDON'TLET V1V*FRIENDS Dint"




5 Point Drive In Cleaners
ALTERATIONSOUR SPECIALTY
STUDENT DISCOUNT 10%
For 22 Years "THE" Cleaner for S.U.
Right Across From the 'Chief EA 4-4112
On Madison
1976-1977 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
DATE DAY OPPONENT SITE
NOV.
23 Tues. Preview Game (Australian Nationals) Seattle Arena
27 Sat. U of Washington Seattle Coliseum
30 Tues. Washington State University Pullman,Wash.
DEC.
3 Fri. University of Puget Sound Seattle Arena
10 Fri. BRIGHAM YOUNG CLASSIC Provo,Utah
SU, Niagara, Xavier, BYU
13 Mon. Gonzaga University Spokane, Wash.
20 Mon. Creighton University Seattle Arena
28 Tues. CONNECTICUT CLASSIC Hartford, Conn.
SU, Illinois St., Colgate, Connecticut
JAN.
3 Mon. Seattle Pacific Seattle Arena
6 Thurs. * Santa Clara Seattle Arena
8 Sat. *San Francisco Seattle Arena
13 Thurs. * St. Mary's Moraga, CA
15 Sat. " 'Nevada Reno, Nevada
19 Wed. California Berkeley, CA
22 Sat. Washington Edmundson Pavilion
28 Fri. Oregon State— HOMECOMING Seattle Arena
31 Mon. 'Portland University Portland, Oregon
FEB.
4 Fri. "Loyola Marymount Los Angeles, CA
5 Sat. *Pepperdine University Malibu,CA
10 Thurs. * Pepperdine University Seattle Arena
11 Fri. *Loyola Marymount Seattle Arena
19 Sat. 'Portland University Seattle Arena
25 Fri. *San Francisco San Francisco, CA
26 Sat. *Santa Clara Santa Clara, CA
MARCH
3 Thurs. *Nevada Seattle Arena
5 Sat. *St. Mary's Seattle Arena
(*) West Coast AthleticConference Games
VARSITY GAME TIPOFF: 8:00 PM PST
. . .Attendants at the THANKSGIVING LITURGYat noon
Wednesdayare asked to make a special offering in the formof
letters writtenbyindividuals to their congressmenand senators
requesting the establishment of a world food reserve. For
further information,contact the Campus Ministry Office.
. . . CLUB PRESIDENTS must return Aegis Club Record
sheets to the editor's office by Wednesday. This information is
necessary to insure yearbook coverage for the club. Extra
forms are available in McCusker 200.
. . . TUTORS ARE NEEDED in all subjects for winter
quarter. Work-study students preferred. $3 per hour. Applyat
the Learning Skills Center, Pigott 500, as soon as possible.
. . . The Season of Hopeand Anticipation willbeexploredin
a four week workshopwithMikeCawdrey,S.J.,andR.Daniel
Israel, M. Div. This workshop will creatively explore
PRAYER AND MOVEMENT, and will be held from 7 to9.
p.m.on the SundaysofNovember 28,December 5, 13 and 19.
The first workship is at Campion Tower Chapel in the
Liturgical Center located inLiberal Arts.
. .. A WINE AND CHEESE reception will be held for all
interested business students sponsored by Pi Sigma Epsilon
today from 1-3 p.m. in the Volpe Room.
. . . S.U. President William J. Sullivan, S.J., will give an
informal talk onhis recent TRIPTOISRAEL from noon to 1
p.m. today in the A.A. Lemieux Library Auditorium.
Everyone is invited to attend.
. . . A HAPPY HOUR sponsored by the ASSU so everyone
can meet Fr. Sullivan will be held from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Chieftain.
. . . "THE PAPER CHASE" will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Pigott Auditorium. Sponsored by the ASSU,
admission is $1.
. . . CHEMISTRY CLUB'S film program will present
"Research Environment in Industry" at 1 p.m. tomorrow in
Barman 501.
...A HIYUHIKEupMt. Siwillbeheld on Saturday.Signup
sheets are on the dormbulletinboards.For furtherdetailscall
Stephenie Hill at 626-5968.
. . . A ROWDY ROOTERS meeting for all S.U. fans
interested inexpressingtheir spirit at the S.U.basketballgames
will be held at 7 p.m. Monday in Tabard Inn.
.. . SKI CLUB will hold ameeting at 7:30 p.m. Monday in
the Library Auditorium. Informationwill be given on Friday
night winter skiing, lessonsand the springbreak trip. A movie
willalso be shown.
. . . Organization for ARABSTUDENTSand theASSU will
sponsor a lecture about the war in Lebanon and the Middle
East situation by Dr. Samih Sarsarn at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Nov. 30, in the Library Auditorium. Admission is $1.
. . . Seattle Police Chief Robert Hanson will discuss the
SEATTLEPOLICE department inan informal talk at noon
Wednesday in the Chez Moi,Bellarmine Lobby. All interested
are invited to attend.
. . . All S.U. International students of junior standing can
pick up ELS SCHOLARSHIPS applications in the ad-
missions office with International advisor Janet Berken.
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What's
happening?
. . . "SCHOOLSOFACCOUNTANCY" willbe thetopic for
an accounting luncheon tobe held at 1:30p.m. Wednesday at
the Sorrento Hotel "Top O' the Town." Sponsored by Beta
Alpha Psi, speaker at the luncheon will be S.U. student Anne
Lynam. Cost is $3.75. For reservations and additional infor-
mation contact the Beta AlphaPsi office inPigott 153between
8 and 11 a.m.... A new student-to-student ministry is beingsponsoredby
Campus Ministry offering home liturgies, mini-retreats, rap
sessions,oncampus and off campus student get togethers,and
other activities for off-campus students. All interested off
campus students contact the Campus Ministry office in the
McGoldrick Center or call Paul Schemer on Monday or
Wednesday evenings at 626-5669....S.U. GRADUATES'CLUBwillsponsorano hostcocktail
partyafter the S.U.-U.W.basketball game Saturday,Nov.27.
The event will be held in the Sonic locker room immediately
following the game. Invited guests include coaches O'Connor
and Harshman. Any interestedalums, students or friends are
invited to attend.
...Any student interested inansweringquestions and talking
about S.U.at his orherOLDHIGHSCHOOL whilehome for
Christmas vacation,please callMarshaMartin at 626-5863or
325-3091.
